


New York Now is one of the most exciting and interesting collections of brass music this re-
viewer has heard in a long time. This ensemble, composed of an all-star cast, performs a pro-
gram perfectly suited for the quintet. The recording opens with Jack Galeʼs arrangement of West 
Side Story, complete with some creative twists. The second work, composed by Schnyder, adds 
the soprano sax (performed by the composer) to the brass quintet, creating a surprisingly pleas-
ing timbral effect. Euphoria is a seven-movement suite, a reflection on the emotions involved in 
the Biblical story of Sarah and Abraham. The piece incorporates a variety of compositional 
techniques including modal 
scales, pitch bending, and 
text painting. It is a very 
demanding work, but a 
wonderful addition to the 
repertoire. D'Rivera's Four 
Pieces are each based on 
Latin dances (except the 
last, which is based on a 
Bulgarian dance rhythm) 
with no shortage of enter-
taining melodic and rhyth-
mic vigor. There is also 
room for improvisation in 
these dances. Wynton 
Marsalis's Spiritual and 
Blues, like Schnyner's 
Euphoria, was composed 
for the Manhattan Brass. 
This two-movement work 
captures the spirit of New 
Orleans and its musical 
heritage. The playing by 
each member of the en-
semble is quite spectacu-
lar. Pitch is immaculate, 
and the technical virtuosity stellar. The blend is very effective and showcases the unique talents 
of each player. Above all, the quintet seems to enjoy playing this repertoire with this group, cre-
ating a very entertaining atmosphere for the listener. 

New York Now is a "must have" album and has already become a staple in this listener's per-
sonal CD rotation. 
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Critic's Picks: Music

Mon 22 Manhattan Brass Quintet + Ivan Guck Yamaha Artist Services Center 8pm, 
$10.

Festival of New Trumpet Music. The Manhattan Brass Quintet has long brought a 
spontaneous flash to contemporary classical music; now, with new lead trumpeter Lew 
Soloff, the group's sound has never been jazzier. Its program tonight includes pieces 
by Wynton Marsalis, Derek Bermel and David Dzubay. 

Issue 516: August 18–24, 2005
Time Out New York

CD BRASS: The Music of Daniel Schnyder:

“Not only is it the cover of this CD with the title ʻBrassʼ as focus point of attention, it is 
actually the music itself that gets put together, realigned and reassembled in so many 
joyful and heartfelt ways that one cannot imagine something more exciting.” 

- Frank Bongers



KITTY BRAZELTON
Come Spring!; R; Sonar Como Una Tromba Larga; Called Out Ol' Texas; Sonata for the Inner Ear

Manhattan Brass Quintet
California EAR Unit

CRI- 889(CD)

Rating: artistic quality 10/sound quality 7

Kitty Brazelton is a consummate New York composer, and it shows in these five pieces. Like the city itself, her 
music is big and brash yet conscious of its coolness in a way that's endearing, not annoying. Unlikely 
combinations of cultures and styles are crammed into small spaces. Sometimes these elements interact; 
sometimes they tense up and skitter away from each other, as nervously as strangers brush up against each 
other on a crowded train. Her music's moods are by turns ebullient and funny or darkly reflective, even wistful. 
Occasionally the settings are distinctly uptown, but downtown's raucous self emerges more frequently. In her 
varied musical career, Brazelton has played in punk bands, de- and re-constructed Hildegard von Bingen, and 
written an opera whose plot involves extraterrestrials. She identifies herself as a totalist composer--nothing's off-
limits.

So it's no surprise that her music covers a terrific sonic span and yet still has a uniquely identifiable voice. CRI's 
sound is unfortunately on the dry side, but not so as to prevent enjoyment of the musical fireworks on offer. 
Come Spring!, written for the Manhattan Brass Quintet (which reprises its performance here), references stride 
piano, Stax Records, Aaron Copland, and Miles Davis. The MBQ punches out Brazelton's syncopations with 
verve, but for the lyrical sections, including the gorgeous third movement, the playing really sings. R features a 
rhythm section of percussive guitar, acoustic bass, and bongos set against a 5-string violin and Brazelton's own 
astringent voice.

Sonar Como Una Tromba Larga ("To Sound Like a Great Waterspout") for trombone and tape takes full 
advantage of gifted trombonist Chris Washburne's knifesharp articulation and lovely lyricism. Called Out Ol' 
Texas pairs an intriguing combination of two sultry-voiced instruments, the alto sax (Danny Weiss) and cello 
(played by Dan Barrett). The piece relies on what fellow composer Butch Morris calls "comprov": the score, 
reproduced here, offers four visual icons on which the musicians should base their performances. (One, for 
example, is simply a circle bisected by a ray shooting through.) As with Come Spring!, Sonata for the Inner Ear 
is played by the ensemble for which it was written. In this case it's the California EAR Unit that makes its way 
through a score that connects wholly improvised sections with notated parts. As with all the other performances 
here, these musicians bring to Brazelton both technical expertise and an organic understanding of her 
compositional ideas. It's an incredibly invigorating disc, and definitely one to seek out.

- Anastasia Tsioulcas
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